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imperial gafpacho; the gafpacho of every day bears much the
same relation to it as does the couscous of the poor Arab
to that eaten in the doorway of the rich sheik's tent. I
remember eating a gafpacho years ago, having missed my
way on a push-bike, twenty miles or so from San Sebastian.
A miserably poor farm in the mountains it was, offering
accommodation for smugglers who, I should think, never
came. I hesitate to call it a posada. Posadas should have
great, shadowy courtyards, peopled with mules and wine-
skins and dwarfs jesting as they throw back their heads
and catch the spurts of wine in their immense, laughing
mouths. . . .
The patio in this place was completely empty; there was
not even a brokenplough nor a dejected donkey. A thin trickle
of shade on the south side of that yard. I sat on a doorstep
in that shadow—it was high noon and they promised me
gafpacho. ... It consisted of a stable-pail of cold water.
In the water floated raw onion rings, a quantity of brownish,
very stale bread, and a few dried chick peas—microscopic
pink pyramids that are, of all things, the most difficult of
human assimilation. It was not unpleasant to consume in
the white heat of that day. Of course, afterwards, riding on
my recovered way between the scorching, rust-red rocks,
I had digestive pains of considerable acuteness. . . . But
I do not think such pains matter if you know what causes
them. ... At any rate, that would seem to be the Spaniard's
philosophy, for I understand that everybody, including
habitues, is inconvenienced after partaking of this cooling
refection. . . .
§
I must not be taken as saying that, in restaurants of the
perfectly elegant Spanish plages, you will not find a varied
and agreeable sea-food diet; or that at inland pensions
you will not be bewildered by an endless succession of
meat dishes of vast proportions that will be set before you.
Red meats seem to blaze in heaps all over the peninsula
and, according to the patient New Yorker, the indulgence
in too much meat was responsible for the ferocities of the

